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Dant: J. Roman Andrus: Extending the Senses

J roman andrus extending the senses
dant
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roman andrus took his first art lessons from the

masses and spaces the rhythms and breaks of the buttes and canyons of
southern utah later he received formal training at brigham young university the
otis art institute in los angeles the art league of new york columbia
university and the colorado springs fine arts center by the time he joined the
brigham young university faculty in 1940 he was as interested in print making
knote
banknote
as in drawing and painting with a press obtained from rocky mountain Ban
andrus taught the first university class in block printing offered in the
intennountain area
mtermountain
As alex B darais stated in a tribute andrus is a man who loves the
sensuous ooze of paint the quiver of linen under his brush the fragrance of
2
turpentine the cool face of a lithograph stone certainly the lithograph print
which appears on the cover of this issue reveals the quality of that love dont
speak is symbolic of a time of realization an experience too sacred to discuss
the covered heads emphasize the sacredness of the event and its encompassing
nature is indicated by the encircling robes the strongest light falls on the central
figure who experiences the full force of the truth the side figures share in this
realization to lesser degrees one catching some but not all of the light the other
partially turning away
icu lar ex
expresses
particular
part acu
in another sense don t speak the central figure in pannicular
presses
andruss view of art art is a precious way of life wanting to see to extend the
senses to include the unusual and the beautiful
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